
   

DATE   2019

To:   You
   
         
Description:  Fast & Furious - J-turn Stunt Challenge

   A unique and exciting adrenaline inducing safe and fun way to celebrate any 
   occasion. You and your friends will spend quality time together while 
   experiencing a thrill of a lifetime performing those spectacular maneuvers your  
   see on TV. Our instructors will be beside you to demonstrate and coach you  
   through each exercise. Set up in a safe environment where we provide the cars  
   and the expertise to entertain you and challenge your skills.   
 

Group Size :  Up to 26 participants Tournament Style Event
   We will customize the bracket to match the number of participants
   The fewer number of participants means more seat time for each driver.
   
Event Date:  TBD

Location:   Country Heritage Park, (Milton)

Program:  -  Run 2 Courses in paralell (see page 5)

   - Each Driver gets a demo run by the instructor and then 3 practice runs

   - Head to head competition best 2 out of 3. Winner moves on. (see Page 6)

   - .5 Sec Penalty for hitting and displacing a cone more that 6”.
   
   Photography and optional video

   Award presentations

   Ride along with instructors for any spectators not participating  
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The Cars:  - BMW 328 IS
   - Modifi ed for Stunts

The Venue:   - Skidpad area with plenty open space  
   - Safe area for Spectators

What to wear: Light comfortable clothing. Prepare for rain or shine. This is an outdoor event.
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Itinerary:  Times subject to change (Based on 26 participants)

12:30 pm  Registration
     1:00 pm  Instruction and Orientation
     2:30 pm Demo and Practice runs   
     3:30 pm  Competiton Runs Begin
     5:00 pm  Wrap up and awards

The Cars:  - BMW 328 Coupes with automatic transmissions.

The Facility: - Large open paved surface with covered pit area
   - Slippery surface is created to aid skidding and spinning
   - Obstacles using cones and fl ags

What to wear:  Light comfortable clothing. Prepare for rain or shine. This is an outdoor event.
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- Run 2 Courses in Paralell

- Each Driver gets a demo run by 
the instructor and then 3 practice 
runs

- Head to head competition best 2 
out of 3. winner moves on

- .5 Sec Penalty for hitting and dis-
placing a cone more that 6”.
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Costs:  - $3800 Flat rate for an exclusive event to a maximum of 26 people.
  - $25 BBQ Lunch Per Person - Optional

  
  - Includes the following:

   BBQ Lunch Hand Made Burgers and Hot dogs (my guy is awesome!)
   Or upgraded Lunch Salads and BBQ Pulled Pork (Add $10 PP)

   - Minimum of 3 competition runs behind the wheel for each driver.
    (More for those who move on to the subsequent rounds)

   Unlimited Ride Alongs for Spectators and Participants
   
   Trophy’s , Awards, Certifi cates

     
 
Terms: 25% on booking to secure date balance due 2 weeks prior to the event date.
    
  

  Hans C. Wolter

  
  President
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